The EPS Revolution Starts Here.

GREENMAX BRO 4B
STYROFOAM BALER

INTCO is the only company in the world that both reclaims
Styrofoam waste and uses it to manufacture new products.
We invented GreenMax compactors to give businesses and municipalities an affordable
and clean way to compress Styrofoam into widely used EPS block.
INTCO uses EPS block to make sustainable GreenWood products — picture frames
and decorative moldings that look like rare and precious woods. INTCO will guarantee
to purchase all your EPS block from you at market price*. GreenMax makes it
profitable for municipalities and businesses to recycle Styrofoam.
Most GreenMax customers begin to earn a return on their investment in sixmonths or less.

Customer Benefits:
• Save money on landfill/waste removal
• Earn income from EPS block
• Earn public relations points as
a green business
• Simple, safe, one-person operation
• Cold compress means no fumes
and minimal electrical requirements
• One-year full service warranty
included
• Guaranteed EPS material purchase
at market price, FOB, for as long
as you own your machine

EPS /

Community Benefits:
• Reduce landfill volume by 10 – 20%
• Reduce energy used in waste hauling
• Save precious hardwood and rainforest trees
(GreenWood products)

EPS

Blocks Pellets

New Products

* INTCO reserves the right to inspect material before purchase
to make sure it is free from construction debris or other
contaminants. Clean food packaging is permitted. Purchases
will be made in full container units only. Like all commodities,
the price of EPS block fluctuates. The fairest way to work is to
honor the marketplace.

1
Our GreenMax C100
compactor compresses
220lbs of eps
material per hour.
Our GreenMax C200
compactor compresses
440lbs of eps
material per hour.

2
The GreenMax
compactor compresses
the eps into blocks that
are easy to store.
Intco Reclycing loads the
blocks onto their trucks
for recycling.

3
The eps blocks are then
reprocessed into pellets
that are used to create
other products.

4
Products such as frames,
moldings, and construction insallation are just
some of the products that
are manufactured out of
the eps pellets.

GREENMAX BRO 4B The GreenMax Compactor pays for itself in nine months*
STYROFOAM BALER

The purpose of compacting eps material is to reduce volume and increase density making it easier to haul
away. GreenMax compactors produce high density logs allowing trailers to be loaded to maximum weight.
The GreenMax Compactor comes in two sizes to accommodate both large and smaller facilities. Both size
machines will compress enough eps logs to see a return on your investment within 9months or a year.*
The chart below illustrates the ROI using a GreenMax C200 compactor.

This illustrates estimated return on investment using the GreenMax C200.
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